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AGENDA

Page Nos.
PART I 

1 APOLOGIES 

To receive apologies for absence, if any.

2 MINUTES 5 - 8

To authorise the Chairman to sign, as a correct record, the minutes of the 
meeting of the Committee held on 19 June 2018 (copy attached).

3 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

To receive declarations by Members of interests in respect of items on this 
Agenda. 

Members are reminded that, in accordance with the revised Code of Conduct, 
they are required to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests or other 
registrable interests which have not already been declared in the Council’s 
Register of Interests.  (It is a criminal offence not to declare a disclosable 
pecuniary interest either in the Register or at the meeting.)

Members may, however, also decide, in the interests of clarity and 
transparency, to declare at this point in the meeting, any such disclosable 
pecuniary interests which they have already declared in the Register, as well as 
any other registrable or other interests.

If a Member requires advice on any item involving a possible declaration of 
interest which could affect his/her ability to speak and/or vote, he/she is advised 
to contact the Monitoring Officer at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.

4 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS 

To consider whether the items in Part II of the Agenda should be considered in 
the presence of the press and public.

5 REDUNDANCY POLICY 9 - 52

To consider the Redundancy Policy.

6 ANNUAL HEALTH AND SAFETY REPORT 53 - 68

To note the Annual Health and Safety Report 2017/18.

PART II 

Private Section (exempt reasons under Schedule 12A of the Local Government 
Act 1972, as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) 
(Variation) Order 2006, specified by way of paragraph number) 

7 JOINT CONSULTATIVE PANEL 

- Paragraph 4 - Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or 
contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour 
relations matter arising between the authority or a Minister of the Crown and 
employees of, or office holders under the authority. 

69 - 72

To receive the notes of the meeting of the Joint Consultative Panel held on
5 June 2018 (copy attached).



8 ORGANISATIONAL ESTABLISHMENT UPDATE 

- Paragraph 1 - Information relating to any individual. 
- Paragraph 2 - Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual. 
- Paragraph 3 - Information relating to the financial or business affairs of any 

particular person (including the authority holding that information) 
- Paragraph 4 - Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or 

contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour 
relations matter arising between the authority or a Minister of the Crown and 
employees of, or office holders under the authority. 

73 - 120

To consider an updated Organisational Establishment List and interim Change 
Management arrangement for Customer Connect.

9 CUSTOMER CONNECT HR RESTRUCTURE PRINCIPLES REPORT 

- Paragraph 4 - Information relating to any consultations or negotiations, or 
contemplated consultations or negotiations, in connection with any labour 
relations matter arising between the authority or a Minister of the Crown and 
employees of, or office holders under the authority. 

Please note the Customer Connect HR Restructure Principles Report contains 
sensitive information and hard copies will be circulated under separate cover.
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19.06.2018 Human Resources Committee

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

Minutes of the proceedings at a meeting of the Human Resources Committee held in the 
Georgian Room - Kendal Town Hall, on Tuesday, 19 June 2018, at 3.00 p.m.

Present

Councillors

 Rachael Hogg (Chairman)
Philip Dixon (Vice-Chairman)

Roger Bingham
Andrew Butcher

Dave Khan
Graham Vincent

Mark Wilson

Officers

Inge Booth Senior Committee Services Officer
Charles Officer Human Resources Advisor
Debbie Storr Director of Policy and Resources (Monitoring Officer)
Kerry Wallace Human Resources Manager

HR/1 MINUTES 

RESOLVED – That the Chairman be authorised to sign, as a correct record, the minutes 
of the meeting of the Committee held on 27 March 2018.

HR/2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

RESOLVED – That it be noted that no declarations of interest were raised.

HR/3 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - EXCLUDED ITEMS 

RESOLVED – That the item in Part II of the Agenda be dealt with following the exclusion 
of the press and public.

HR/4 TERMS OF REFERENCE 

The Director of Policy and Resources (Monitoring Officer) confirmed that the Committee’s 
Terms of Reference were regularly reviewed and updated as necessary.  She informed 
Members that the Terms of Reference would be re-examined as the Customer Connect 
Programme moved forward.

RESOLVED – That the Terms of Reference for the Human Resources Committee be 
noted.

HR/5 JOINT CONSULTATIVE PANEL 

Members were asked, in addition to the Chairman, to appoint a further Member of the 
Committee to sit on the Joint Consultative Panel for the ensuing year.

RESOLVED – That Councillor Philip Dixon be appointed to sit on the Joint Consultative 
Panel for the ensuing year.
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HR/6 ANNUAL HR ABSENCE REPORT 

The Human Resources Manager presented a report detailing employee sickness absence 
at South Lakeland District Council during the period 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018. The 
figures showed that working days lost through sickness absence equated to 7.31 days per 
Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employee which meant that there had been a decrease of 
1.68 days per Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employee compared to the previous year and a 
figure of 0.81 days over the target of 6.5 days per FTE employee agreed at the start of the 
financial year by the Human Resources Committee.

The report also provided an annual overview, outlined progress achieved and informed 
about ongoing work to enable the Council to manage sickness absence effectively.  
Details were provided on the increased level of pro-active support available to employees 
which would contribute to improving sickness absence figures.

Members’ attention was drawn to the fact that South Lakeland District Council’s sickness 
absence figures for 2017/18 were lower than those recorded for the UK Public Sector in a 
2016 Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD) Survey.  In addition, 
information recently received from North West Employers showed that South Lakeland’s 
level of sickness absence was the fifth lowest out of 30 councils in the North West.

Discussion followed, particularly around the largest cause of absence at the Council due 
to musculoskeletal issues.  The Human Resources Advisor explained that options to 
assist employees suffering musculoskeletal disorders to return to work were being 
explored.  With regard to Street Scene employees, he informed Members that their work 
was carried out on a timescale basis and that, where shifts were completed early as a 
result of this arrangement, staff were provided with toolbox talks, some of which were in 
relation to Health and Safety.  He advised that dynamic risk assessments were carried out 
on a regular basis and provided details on the Council’s accident reporting system.

Members commended officers for a thorough report.

RESOLVED – That

(1) the report and actions to be taken moving forward be noted; and

(2) the target for sickness absence for 2018/19 of 6.50 days be approved.

HR/7 PRESS AND PUBLIC 

RESOLVED – That, under Section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the press 
and public be excluded from the meeting for the following item of business on the grounds 
that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information as defined in Part 1 of Schedule 
12 A of the Act as amended by the Local Government (Access to Information) (Variation) 
Order 2006 by virtue of the Paragraph indicated.

HR/8 HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELLBEING COMMITTEE

- Paragraph 2 - Information which is likely to reveal the identity of an individual. 

RESOLVED – That the minutes of the meeting of the Health, Safety and Wellbeing 
Committee held on 24 April 2018 be received.
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HR/9 RE-ADMISSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 

RESOLVED – That the press and public be re-admitted to the meeting.

The meeting ended at 3.30 p.m.
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South Lakeland District Council
JCP – 9 July 2018

Human Resources Committee – 10 July 2018
Redundancy Policy

CHAIRMAN:
REPORT FROM:

Councillor Rachael Hogg – Chairman of HR Committee 
David Sykes – Director (People & Places)

REPORT AUTHOR:
WARDS:
FORWARD PLAN:

Kerry Wallace - HR Manager
Not applicable
Not applicable

1.0 EXPECTED OUTCOME

1.1 The report sets out SDLC’s continued approach to managing redundancies in accordance with 
employment best practice.

1.2.1 The report provides information relative to the methodology for the amalgamation of three 
existing policies (Compulsory Redundancy Policy, Voluntary Redundancy Policy and 
Redeployment Policy) into one all-encompassing policy resulting in a more user-friendly 
resource for all officers.

2.0 RECOMMENDATION

It is recommended that the Human Resources Committee considers and approves 
the Redundancy Policy as attached at Appendix 1 for implementation with 
immediate effect.

3.0 BACKGROUND AND PROPOSALS

3.1 It is essential to stress the importance that the Council places on its’ commitment to our 
people in ensuring a safe, secure and stable workforce.  However, every organisation 
acknowledges that in order to constantly meet customer expectations and needs, and 
the consistent delivery of good services there will be, at times, the need for change.

3.2 It is also crucial to highlight that Voluntary Redundancy, Compulsory Redundancy, and 
Redeployment are actually three stages within one process which is defined by the 
emergence of any redundancy situation, and should be set out as such in one single 
policy.  
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3.3 The three inter-related policies currently in operation (attached as Appendices 2, 3 and 
4) focus on differing aspects of redundancy (as named above).  The existence of three 
policies provides room for ambiguity and a lack of clarity for people.  It is considered, 
therefore, that one policy should be created to cover the three normal elements that 
arise from a redundancy situation rather than separating them from one another.

3.4 In addition, the policies are prescriptive and provide limited flexibility for SDLC to 
operate when a redundancy situation arises.  In line with best practice, organisations 
should assert the ability to deploy flexibility in their approach to managing every 
emerging redundancy situation.  The existing three policies restricts any level of 
flexibility.

3.5 Over time, it has become apparent that policy adherence has become a grey area due 
to the levels of ambiguity and contradiction within policy content.  This has led to 
confusion and the need to simplify the policies.

3.6 The single new policy has been crafted in order to detail a clear simplified mechanism 
of how we will manage any emerging redundancy situation in the future.  It is 
unsophisticated in its approach but well-defined in terms of the process to be applied 
at each step of a redundancy situation and includes the approach to compulsory 
redundancy, voluntary redundancy and redeployment.

3.7 Having reviewed the approach of other Local Authorities, it is evident that they comply 
with best practice and have one policy covering all aspects of the redundancy process.

3.8 In view of the forthcoming changes that the Customer Connect will command, there is 
a requirement to be clear in our approach to redundancy.  This policy sets out the clarity 
required from the outset.

3.9 The policy is not designed to set out key descriptors relating to Compulsory and 
Voluntary Redundancy packages as this will be a matter of determination by the 
Corporate Management Team following consultation with respective Trade Union 
partners.  Once determined, this information will be incorporated into a consultation 
document and provided to every single employee in the organisation.  The new policy 
is purely a descriptor that provides information to people on our commitment and 
approach to managing redundancy situations.

3.10 The law entitles employees to a statutory minimum redundancy payment if they are 
made redundant, and there is a statutory formulae for calculating it, however at SDLC 
the redundancy payment is based on an employee’s actual contractual weeks’ pay and 
not the limit.  This is above the statutory limit.

4.0 CONSULTATION
4.1 SDLC work in partnership with our Trade Union colleagues and have jointly participated 

in the development of the new policy.  

4.2 In taking this approach, our partners have been able to obtain reassurance that the 
policy has been developed for the appropriate reasons.  They have had opportunity to 
influence as desired.
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4.3 Trade Union key requirements focus on ensuring that the policy is applied equally and 
consistency across the organisation and throughout the process and that our people are 
treated with dignity and respect.

4.4 Our partners acknowledge and understand the necessity for the amalgamation of the 
existing policies and support this move.

5.0 ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS
5.1 There is the option to maintain the existing three policies, however these are open to 

varying degrees of interpretation and this creates uncertainty.  Realistically, there is no 
alternative option available.

6.0 IMPLICATIONS

6.1 Financial and Resources
There are no financial implications in the amalgamation of three policies into one single 
document.

6.2 Human Resources
There is significant risk to our people being treated differently due to differences of 
interpretation of the existing policies.  

There is also a danger that previously applied custom and practice approaches do not 
adhere to the boundaries of existing policy.  Both points could lead to employment law 
claims if they remain in their current guise.

6.3 Legal
The Council has a duty to ensure that it complies with employment legislation.  In order 
to ensure compliance, it is best practice to create, review and update employment 
policies encompassing all aspects of employee relations.  The redundancy policy is one 
of those policies which assists the Council in ensuring its legal compliance.  The 
principles contained within the policy accord with best practice.

6.4 Health, Social, Economic and Environmental
Whilst it is acknowledged that redundancy situations are one of the challenging 
elements of managing a business the approval and implementation of the new policy 
will have no impact.

7.0 EQUALITY and DIVERSITY
The new process provides increased compliance with equality and diversity due to the 
removal of the current ambiguity where it could be viewed that our people are treated 
inconsistently.

8.0 RISKS
There are no risks associated with the implementation of the new policy.
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Contact Officers
Kerry Wallace, Human Resources Manager, 01539 793299
kerry.wallace@southlakeland.gov.uk

Appendices Attached to this Report
(Delete if no appendices attached)

Appendix No.
1 New Redundancy Policy
2 Compulsory Redundancy Policy
3 Voluntary Redundancy Policy
4 Redeployment Policy

Background Documents Available
As per Appendices 2, 3, 4.

Tracking Information
Signed Off By Date Sent
Legal Services 19/6/18
Section 151 Officer 7/6/18 (via SMT)
Monitoring Officer 19/6/18
SMT 7/6/18

Circulated to Date Sent
Assistant Director 7/6/18 (via SMT)
Human Resources Manager
Communications Team Leader
Committee Chairman 20/6/18
Portfolio Holder 20/6/18
Ward Councillor(s)
Committee
Executive (Cabinet)
Council
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REDUNDANCY POLICY

1. Purpose

South Lakeland District Council (SLDC – the Employer) recognises the importance of maintaining a stable 
and valued workforce and as such is committed, as far as reasonably practicable, to ensuring the 
continuity of employment through the careful planning of staffing and its business in order to continue to 
maintain and deliver effective and efficient service provisions.

However, it is recognised that, at times, redundancies may become necessary as a result of reorganisation 
or restructure, business change and the like.  This may include technological change, legal or 
organisational developments, levels of funding, this list is not exhaustive.

The purpose of this policy is to outline how we will approach these situations to ensure affected 
employees are treated in a fair, consistent and non-discriminatory manner.  In doing so, this policy will 
outline the Employers’ approach to managing compulsory redundancy, voluntary redundancy and also 
redeployment on the grounds of redundancy.

For the purposes of this document, South Lakeland District Council (SLDC) is referred to as the Employer 
and the Head of Paid Service is the Chief Executive.

2. Scope

This policy applies to all employees.  It does not form part of any employee’s terms and conditions of 
employment and the Employer may depart from it depending upon the circumstances of each redundancy 
situation that arises.

3. Definition (What Constitutes Redundancy?)

The criteria to satisfy redundancy includes the following:

 The fact that the employer has ceased or intends to cease to:

(a) carry on the business for the purposes of which the employee was employed by him; or

(b) carry on that business in the place where the employee was so employed; or

 the fact that the requirement of that business:

(a) for employees to carry out work of a particular kind; or
(b) for employees to carry out work of a particular kind in the place where the employee was 

employed by the employer;

have ceased or diminished or are expected to cease or diminish.

Redundancy is a potentially fair reason for dismissal however, the Employer recognises that in order for a 
redundancy dismissal to be fair, it will:

Appendix 1
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 advise and consult effected employees;
 adopt a fair criterion/process for the selection of redundancy; and
 wherever possible offer suitable alternative employment. 

4. Avoiding Redundancies

The Employer will try to avoid redundancies wherever practicable and is committed to making necessary 
adjustments to staffing levels in the least detrimental way.

In order to minimise the number of potential redundancies, alternative measures may be applied. Such 
measures will be in line with the Employer’s business and operational needs and may include the 
following:

 restricting recruitment in areas where affected employees could potentially be redeployed, 
however where business critical roles are vacant the Employer reserves the right to appoint to 
these vacancies irrespective of a potential redundancy situation;

 a reduction or limitation of overtime, with the exception of essential overtime;
 investigating the possibility of alternative working arrangements such as job sharing or flexible 

working;
 redeployment, where practicable, as a potential alternative to redundancy;
 reviewing the use of agency workers and self-employed contractors; and
 inviting applications for voluntary redundancy

This is not an exhaustive list and, further, not all measures will be appropriate in each case.  Measures 
will need to be assessed in line with the Employer’s needs.    Where the Employer wishes to apply one or 
all of the above this will be communicated accordingly.

5. Consultation

The Employer will keep affected employees informed as fully as possible about proposals for redundancies 
and will consult with those affected by any proposal and, where appropriate, representatives (such as 
Trade Union or employee representatives).  Consultation with Trade Unions and employee 
representatives will take place as early as possible.

The Employer will consider any alternative proposals with a view to avoiding redundancy and reducing 
the number of employees to be made redundant.

The redundancy process will be objective, transparent and fair. 

6. Voluntary Redundancy

In order for voluntary redundancy to be offered by the Employer there has to be a genuine redundancy 
situation which has been formally communicated and applications for voluntary redundancy sought as 
part of this process.  The employer may invite applications for voluntary redundancy and for this to occur 
there must be:

- an actual or intended closure (or part closure ) of the business;
- a closure of a particular place of work;
- a diminishing need for employees to carry out work of a particular kind; or
- a need to cease or reduce current activities or service(s) of a particular kind
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Whether or not enhanced payments will be offered in relation to voluntary redundancy will be a matter 
for consultation and will depend on the circumstances.

Where the Employer seeks applications for voluntary redundancy, the process for applying will be 
communicated to affected employees and may include:

- the background to the redundancy situation; 

- the process to be followed by those wishing to volunteer;

- that expressing an interest in volunteering for redundancy will not amount to a resignation and 
will not be held against the employee concerned if his/her application is refused or withdrawn; 
and

- the redundancy terms that will be available if the employees application is successful

Once the deadline for the receipt of voluntary redundancy applications has expired, the Employer will 
consider whether it has received sufficient applications or whether to extend the deadline or to complete 
the process.

When the application process has been completed, applications will be considered by the Employer on 
the basis of criteria, cost and skills retention.  The Employer reserves the right to establish the criteria and 
to objectively decline any voluntary redundancy applications.

Following careful consideration of all applications the Employer will establish who will be offered 
voluntary redundancy.  Employees who are successful in their application will be advised in writing.

Employees who are not successful in their application will be informed in writing with a right to appeal 
against this decision.

Applying for Voluntary Redundancy – The Process

Stage 1: The Employer seeks volunteers for voluntary redundancy.

Stage 2: The employee’s written application should be made to the respective Manager providing 
a copy to HR.

Stage 3: The written application is objectively considered by a select panel of senior management 
in line with the selection criteria.  In the case of Directors the application will be considered 
by the Head of Paid Service.

Stage 4: The outcome will be formally communicated in writing.

Stage 5:    Appeals against declined applications are to be made to a Director.  In the case of Directors, 
appeals are to be made to a Member panel.

The employee’s written appeal must be received within 10 working days of the date of the 
letter confirming the outcome with a copy to HR.
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The submission is required to set out why the employee feels the decision to decline their 
application is viewed as unfair.  

Stage 6: The employee will be invited to attend an appeal hearing.  The Director, an independent 
senior manager and representative from HR will objectively consider the employee’s 
submission and any further information the employee and their representative may wish 
to provide.

An appealing Director will be invited to attend a Member panel hearing with a member of 
HR present.  This will be arranged and co-ordinated by a member of HR.

The employee will have opportunity, if they wish, to be accompanied at the meeting by a 
Trade Union representative or fellow work colleague.

Following the appeal hearing, the outcome will be confirmed in writing to the employee.  
The panel’s decision will be final.

7. Redundancy Selection

Where the need for compulsory redundancies cannot be averted, the criteria used in selecting employees 
for redundancy will depend on the existing circumstances and the particular needs of the Employer at the 
time.  The Employer reserves the right to apply a process or criterion to be adopted on each differing 
occasion where a business generated redundancy situation arises.  However, every effort will be made to 
construct a fair and objective set of criteria following appropriate consultations.  Any selection criteria will 
be approved by the Head of Paid Service.

The Employer may consider the following options for redundancy selection:  (this list is purely illustrative and not 
exhaustive, points 8, 9 and 10).

8. Applying Selection Criteria

Where the Employer adopts a process of redundancy selection and seeks to apply selection criteria it will 
initially review the affected areas of the organisation.  Where appropriate the Employer will identify 
employees to be pooled. 

The term pooling is applied simply to employees who are at risk of redundancy.  There are no fixed rules 
around how an employer defines a pool and the choice of pool is at the Employer’s discretion.  When a 
redundancy situation arises the Employer, where appropriate, will consult with Trade Union 
representatives and the scope of the pool identified.

Where there is a requirement for a selection pool, the Employer will take a fair and reasonable approach 
to pooling and clearly define how it proposes to include certain groups of employees in a pool.  Ordinarily, 
pooling relates to employees who undertake the same or similar roles, although the roles do not have to 
be identical.  However the pool does not have to be limited to employees doing the same or similar type 
of work, it depends on whether or not the employees’ work is interchangeable.

Individual employees who are provisionally selected for compulsory redundancy will be informed of the 
fact and invited to a meeting.  The meeting will be an opportunity to make representations on the 
application of the criteria.
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Applying Selection Criteria – The Process
Stage 1: Through a process of consultation the selection criteria to be applied is determined by 

senior management.  

Stage 2: Pooled employees will be invited to attend an interview.  The interview will confirm the 
criteria that will be applied.  Employees may be accompanied at such meetings by their 
Trade Union representative or work colleague.

  
Stage 3: Using the approved selection criteria, scores will be objectively applied for all pooled 

employees.  

Stage 4: Once all interviews have been concluded an assessment of the results will take place, 
following which, the process will identify employees who have been selected for 
compulsory redundancy.  

Stage 5: Employees who have been selected for compulsory redundancy under this process will be 
invited to attend a meeting with management and a representative from HR.  At this stage 
the employees’ individual scores will be provided along with notice of redundancy.  This is 
provided verbally and in writing.

Stage 6: Employees who are selected for compulsory redundancy will have the right of appeal 
against this decision.  

Stage 7: Where an employee wishes to appeal against their score and selection for compulsory 
redundancy the appeal is to be forwarded to a Director with a copy to HR.

The appeal must be received within 10 working days of giving written notice of redundancy, 
otherwise they will lose their right of appeal (unless there are agreed exceptional 
circumstances).  The employee will be required to provide a written submission explaining 
why they feel the decision is unfair.

The appeal hearing will be convened consisting of a Director, an independent senior 
manager and a member of HR.

The employee will have opportunity, if they wish, to be accompanied at the meeting by a 
Trade Union representative or fellow work colleague.

Following the appeal hearing the outcome will be confirmed in writing to the employee.  The 
panel’s decision will be final.

9. Role Application

The Employer recognises that where a reorganisation or restructure has a substantial impact on service 
provision and fundamentally alters the way in which it currently operates it may require employees who 
are potentially redundant to apply for newly created posts arising from the reorganisation or restructure.

Where this happens the normal advertising and recruitment and selection arrangements may not be 
appropriate.
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With any occurring redundancy situation where role application will apply, following consultation, the 
Head of Paid Service will determine the recruitment and selection process to be adopted.

Where a post(s) in the new structure is deemed to be substantially altered in comparison to substantive 
post(s) and suitable permanent employees are in a redundancy situation, these employees may be 
included in ring-fencing with opportunity to apply for specific post(s).  Where this happens the internal 
advertising arrangements along with the recruitment and selection process will be determined by the 
Head of Paid Service.

Alternatively the Head of Paid Service may consider that the new roles within the structure should be 
open for all employees to consider and apply accordingly.  Similarly to ring-fencing roles the internal 
advertising arrangements and recruitment and selection process will be determined by the Head of Paid 
Service.

Where the internal recruitment and selection process applied at the time fails to appoint a suitable 
internal employee who is potentially redundant normal recruitment provisions will apply.  

Role Application – The Process

Stage 1: Through a process of consultation the recruitment and selection criteria to be applied is 
determined by the Head of Paid Service.  The recruitment and selection process will be 
communicated to affected employees.

Stage 2: Roles advertised and application process confirmed.

Stage 3: Expression of interest to be submitted by employees.

The interview panel will be determined by reference to the level of role being recruited.  
The use of external consultants may be considered to support the recruitment process and 
will be determined by the Head of Paid Service. 

The appropriate panel and a member of HR will be convened. (Additionally, as determined 
by the Head of Paid Service, the interview process may involve Members and Officers).

Stage 4: Interviews take place.  All applicants will be interviewed.  

Where ring-fencing does not apply, employees will be invited to apply for as many roles in 
the new structure they feel matches their skills and experience. However, employees need 
to be mindful this will mean more than one interview dependent on how many roles they 
have applied for and in which job family the role(s) sit.

Stage 5: Following completion of the interview process, the panel will conduct an assessment of the 
results and the successful employee(s) identified.

Stage 6: The outcome of the interviews will be confirmed in writing.  

Where employees are not successful there may be other opportunities to apply for 
different roles in the new structure.
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Where the internal recruitment and selection process applied at the time fails to appoint a suitable 
internal employee who is potentially redundant normal recruitment provisions will apply.

Stage 7: Appeal
As employees have been through a recruitment and selection process with appointments 
being made in accordance with applied criteria and based on merit there will be no right 
of appeal.   

10. Bumping/Transferred Redundancy

Bumping (transferred redundancy) occurs where an employee whose role is not at risk of redundancy is 
nevertheless dismissed and the vacancy is filled by an employee whose role was redundant.  

The Employer may wish to consider a bumping redundancy as a way to retain more skilled and 
experienced employees, and may be obliged to consider bumping to ensure a fair dismissal.  Where this 
methodology is applied this will be communicated to the affected employee(s).

11. Redeployment Register

Any employee of the Employer who is potentially redundant will be placed on the redeployment register.  
However, where a total business transformation takes place, or circumstances require, redeployment may 
be suspended to ensure equality of opportunity is provided for all employees.  The decision to suspend 
redeployment will be made by the Head of Paid Service.

Where redeployment is not suspended, and once compulsory redundancy is confirmed, employees will 
be placed on the register. Approved vacancies will then be firstly discussed with any potential redundant 
employees.

Where there is one vacancy and one potentially redundant person and the role is considered suitable the 
employee may be slotted in.  Where there is only one vacancy but more than one person that is potentially 
redundant the role will be advertised accordingly and all potentially redundant colleagues may apply.

Depending on the circumstances surrounding the redundancy situation, where there is no confirmed ring-
fencing of roles, or other process confirmed by the Head of Paid Service, if an employee who is potentially 
redundant meets at least 60% of the selection criteria for the post, they will be guaranteed an interview 
for a new role that they apply for.  

Although an employee may meet the criteria and be guaranteed an interview, there is no automatic right 
for the employee to be awarded the post.  The employee will still be subject to the normal rules associated 
with the recruitment and selection process.

A guaranteed interview will not be offered to any candidate who fails to meet at least 60% of the selection 
criteria for a new role. However the employee may still apply and their application will be compared 
against all other candidates in the usual manner.

Where an employee specifies their interest in an alternative role where they do not possess the skills and 
experience relevant for that role, there is opportunity for discussion with their senior manager regarding 
further training and development that will enable the employee to meet criteria of the role.  However 
employees need to be mindful of the time it would take to increase their skills and competency to the 
required 100% and the timescales of the recruitment activity.
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Where a potentially redundant employee secures a new role through the recruitment and selection 
process they will be offered the terms and conditions associated with that new role. 

However, where an employees’ current spinal column point (SCP) exceeds that of the new post, their level 
of pay will be maintained and frozen at their current SCP, excluding any additional allowances, additional 
contractual earnings or contractual overtime for a period of 12 months with effect from the employee’s 
commencement in the new post in line with the Council’s Pay Protection Policy.

If the Employer adopts a bumping redundancy approach normal consultation procedures will be applied 
with affected employees.

12. Suitable Alternative Employment and Trial Period

The Employer will assist employees, where possible, in finding alternative employment.  

Wherever possible, priority will be given to employees who are under threat of redundancy, however, the 
Employer reserves the right to select the best available candidate in relation to any given vacancy.

Employees have a separate legal entitlement to be offered any suitable alternative work that is available 
if they are made redundant while on maternity leave.

Where an alternative job has been identified, offered and accepted, the employee will be subject to a 
minimum four-week trial period.  The purpose of this period is to allow the employee and the Employer 
to assess whether the new role is suited to the individual and whether they are capable of doing it.  

A trial period will only be extended beyond the 4-week period in exceptional circumstances and only after 
discussion with their senior manager and HR.

Management will ensure that reviews take place on a weekly basis to discuss the progress of a trial period 
with the employee.  A formal review must take place one week prior to the end of the trial period.  If there 
are any issues regarding the redeployment, the appropriate senior manager and HR must be consulted 
prior to the review meeting taking place.

Following the final review meeting, where the trial period is successful, and the appointing manager will 
confirm to the appropriate senior manager and HR.  They will be required to complete a Notification of 
Change Form, this is to be forwarded to HR.  HR will then issue a new contract of employment.

If, at the end of the trial period, both parties agree that the new position is unsuitable, the employee will 
be entitled to claim redundancy pay.  Such pay will be calculated from the date the original job was 
declared redundant.  Where this happens compulsory redundancy will continue until the process is 
concluded.

If the Employer feels that the position is unsuitable a discussion will take place that provides explanation 
of the reasons.  If, with further training/support, the role will become suitable within an acceptable 
timescale, an extension may be considered.  Where further training/support will not achieve a successful 
outcome the employee will be entitled to claim redundancy pay and the compulsory redundancy will 
continue until the process is concluded.
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In cases where employees at risk of redundancy have been offered suitable alternative employment but 
reject the offer as unsuitable or unreasonably terminate the contract during the trial period in a new role, 
they will lose their right to any redundancy.

13. Time Off to Find Other Work

Employees who are under notice of redundancy and who qualify for a statutory redundancy payment also 
have a statutory entitlement to a reasonable amount of time off to look for another job or to arrange 
training.  Such time off must be arranged and agreed in advance with the appropriate senior manager.

14. Statutory Redundancy Pay 

To qualify for a redundancy payment an employee must have at least two years continuous service with 
SLDC or other relevant service as set out in The Redundancy Payments – Continuity of Employment in 
Local Government, (Modification) Order 1999 (as amended).

Where employees qualify they will be entitled to a statutory redundancy payment.  The statutory 
redundancy payment is calculated using a formula laid down by the Government.  Calculations are made 
according to the individual employee’s age, length of service and weekly pay.

15. Enhanced Redundancy Pay 

The calculation for a redundancy payment will be based on an employees’ actual contractual week’s pay 
and not the statutory limit.  Should the Head of Paid Service wish to offer further enhanced pay this will 
be communicated to affected employees.

If an employee accepts an alternative offer of employment with a relevant Local Government employer 
(or other employer included in the Redundancy Payments (Local Government) Modification Order 1999 
as amended) and commences employment within four weeks of their termination date they will not be 
entitled to a redundancy payment and if they have already received payment they will be required to 
repay it.

All continuous service with local authorities and other recognised bodies covered by the Modification 
Orders counts towards the entitlement to, and calculation of, a statutory redundancy payment, apart 
from any period in respect of which a redundancy payment has already been paid.

16. Pension Benefits – Local Government Pension Scheme Members

The Employer will comply with Local Government Pension Regulations (LGPS) in redundancy situations.

17. Notice of Redundancy

An employee dismissed by reason of redundancy will be entitled to receive notice of their dismissal in 
accordance with the terms of their contract of employment, which is at least one week for every year of 
recognised/continuous service with a minimum of one month and a maximum of 12 weeks as applicable.
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18. Appeals Against Dismissal Due to Redundancy

Any employee will have the right of appeal against their dismissal due to redundancy.  Appeals against 
dismissal on the grounds of redundancy will be heard by an appropriate level of Officer to the role of the 
person being dismissed.

Appeal – The Process

Stage 1: An employee who wishes to lodge an appeal against their dismissal due to redundancy 
must set out the nature of the grounds for their appeal which is to be forwarded to HR.  
The written appeal must be forwarded within 10 working days of the employee being 
informed of their dismissal.

Arrangements will be made for a panel to be convened, this will consist of a Director, an 
independent senior manager along with a representative from HR.  (In cases of a Director 
appeal this will be the Head of Paid Service and/or a Member panel).

In advance of the hearing, the dismissing manager will be required to prepare a report 
outlining the details of the dismissal.  This will be forwarded to HR where copies will be 
made available to the appeals panel and to the employee.

Stage 2: The employee will be invited to attend the appeal hearing.

The employee is entitled to be represented and/or accompanied at the appeal hearing by 
a Trade Union official or a work colleague.  

After the Chair of the Panel has opened the meeting, the dismissing manager will be invited 
to provide a summary of the dismissal on the grounds of redundancy.  There will be 
opportunity by the panel, the employee and/or their representative to question the 
information submitted by the dismissing manager.

Following this the employee and/or their representative will be invited to present their 
case explaining the grounds for appeal against dismissal on the ground of redundancy.  
There will be an opportunity for the panel and /or the dismissing manager to question 
information submitted by the employee.

Stage 3: The panel will consider the case made by the employee and/or their employee 
representative and those of the management.  The panel will then decide, on the basis of 
all the information provided together with any subsequent facts that may have come to 
light, whether to uphold the management’s original decision to dismiss.

The outcome of the appeal will be forwarded in writing to the employee no later than 5 
working days from the date of the appeal hearing taking place.  (In cases where the panel 
requires to carry out further investigation this timescale may be extended but this will be 
communicated to the employee).

Employees will only be entitled to one appeal and any decision made by the panel is final.

The redundancy process will continue until conclusion.
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19. Re-Engagement of Former Employees

Re-Engagement of Former Employees
There are no time periods before an employee dismissed by the Employer for reasons of redundancy can 
reapply but please refer to section 4 in relation to how this will affect your redundancy payment.
 

20. Taxable Status of Payments

Redundancy payments that do not exceed £30,000 will be ordinarily exempt from income tax.  However 
notice paid in lieu and outstanding leave are subject to normal tax and National Insurance deductions.
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Compulsory Redundancy

PolicyCompulsory Redundancy Updated October 2012

1.0 Introduction

South Lakeland District Council recognises the importance of creating a secure working
environment for employees and will take steps to ensure continuity of employment through the
planning of staffing levels for effective, economic and efficient provision of service.

It is the council’s policy to manage its business in such a way that compulsory redundancies are
unlikely to be required.  However, in the event that the authority’s circumstances change and the
result is that fewer employees are needed to perform the work of the council then some
redundancies may become necessary.  In this case, the council will take appropriate steps to
keep the number of compulsory redundancies to a minimum, whilst taking into account the
needs of the service.

2.0 Definition

Where compulsory redundancy is considered, ‘redundancy’ must satisfy the following statutory
definition: i.e.

• The fact that the employer has ceased, or intends to cease, to carry on the business for
the purposes of which the employee was employed by them, or has ceased, or intends to
cease, to carry on that business in the place where the employee was so employed; or

• The fact that the requirements of the business for employees to carry out work of a
particular kind, or for employees to carry out work of a particular kind in a place where
they were so employed, have ceased or diminished or are expected to diminish.’

Redundancy is a potentially fair reason for dismissal however the council recognises that in order
for a redundancy dismissal to be fair, they must comply with the general requirements of the
Employment Rights Act 1996 to act reasonably: i.e. the council will:

• Advise and consult affected employees;

• Adopt a fair selection procedure; and

• Whenever possible offer suitable alternative employment to those selected for
redundancy.

In cases where the service transfers to another provider, employees are not necessarily
redundant and would normally transfer to another employer on their existing terms and
conditions, under the Transfer of Undertakings Protection of Employment Regulations. 

3.0 Avoiding Compulsory Redundancy

The council is committed to providing a stable environment and to ensure, as far as possible,
security of employment for its employees.  However, organisational changes, levels of funding,
the need for change because of technological, legal or organisational developments may lead to
a requirement for a reduction in the number of posts required or a reduction in the duties of
posts.
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The council recognises that as a good employer it is committed to making necessary
adjustments to staffing levels in the least detrimental way.  It will try to avoid compulsory
redundancy as far as practicable and ensure that early retirement, voluntary redundancy,
together with natural wastage and redeployment are the preferred means of adjusting the
council’s staffing levels.

To keep the number of redundancies to a minimum, alternative courses of action will be
reviewed i.e.

• A restriction or freeze on recruitment, combined with reductions by natural wastage.

• A reduction or limitation of overtime, with the exception of essential overtime.

• Where practical the termination of employment of any agency worker or casual
employee.

• A call for volunteers from relevant service areas and in exceptional circumstances from
across the whole council, to express an interest in early retirement or voluntary
redundancy (under the schemes operated by the council).  All applications will be
considered in the light of the needs of the service and the council’s financial interests.  

• In any redundancy situation the HR group will seek to match jobs with employees who
have expressed an interest in Early Retirement/Voluntary Redundancy.

• Where appropriate, employees will be redeployed into vacancies.  In this event the
council will retain the right to determine the suitability of employees for redeployment
taking into account the individual’s skills and experience and the need for retraining to
achieve the required level of competence.  

4.0 Consultation

There is a statutory duty to consult with the recognised trade union(s) about employees likely to
be affected by the proposed redundancies or by measures taken in connection with those
proposed redundancies.  This applies even where those vulnerable to redundancy are not union
members.

Management will provide the trade unions with the following information:

• The reasons for the proposed redundancies.

• The numbers and categories of employees who may be made redundant.

• The total number of employees currently employed in each section/work area affected.

• The proposed method in which employees will be selected for redundancy.

• How the dismissals are to be carried out, including the procedures to be followed and the
period over which the redundancies will be implemented.
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Formal consultation with the trade unions will take place as follows:  

• As much consultation as is reasonably practical where fewer than 20 jobs are affected.

• A minimum of 30 days' consultation where 20 or more jobs are to be made redundant.

• A minimum of 90 days' consultation where 100 or more jobs are to be made redundant.

The objectives of consultation will be to:

• Inform employees and/or their representatives of the process.

• Avoid the need for redundancies wherever possible.

• Mitigate the consequences of any dismissals.

If it becomes necessary for the council to consider compulsory redundancies, management will
notify employees at the earliest possible opportunity of the reasons for the potential redundancy
situation and of their proposals.  

Consultation with employees and employee representatives must be meaningful and will occur
whilst the redundancies are still at the proposal stage.  

Once provisional selections for redundancy have been made, individuals will be informed that
they have been selected for redundancy and will be invited to put forward suggestions or make
representations on this selection.  

5.0 Redundancy Selection Procedure

5.1 Selection Pool

When identifying and seeking agreement from the respective trade unions on the selection pool
of employees, particular regard will be taken:

• To the extent to which employees' jobs are interchangeable;

• To the employees' contractual job descriptions; and

• As to whether other employees are engaged on ‘like work’ in other parts of the authority.

• That in accordance with the Equality Act 2010 consideration will be given to making
reasonable adjustments to the redundancy selection criteria to ensure that any affected
disabled employees are not at any substantial disadvantage by the selection criteria.  

• Employees who possess specific skills, which will be needed for the future viability of the
reduced service, may be excluded from the selection ‘pool’.

Consultation with the recognised Trade Unions will take place as early as possible and will be an
opportunity for the Trade Unions to discuss any selection or redeployment proposals thereby
maximising the concept of a joint approach to organisational change. 
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5.2 Selection Method

If the need for compulsory redundancies cannot be averted, selection will be made by
undertaking a formal interview process.  This selection process will identify those employees
who will be retained, based on the revised structures, job descriptions and person specifications.
The aim of this process is to retain a balanced workforce whilst affording equity of treatment to
all employees.    

Interviews will be conducted by a senior manager and a senior representative from H.R.

There will be a particular emphasis on:

• The level of knowledge and experience to be able to perform at a high standard.  

• The level of willingness and attitude towards undertaking tasks and flexibility of
approach.

Best practice will be followed using the job description and person specification to develop a
question list.  It is essential that in compiling the person specification any criteria relating to
personal qualities or circumstances should not be potentially discriminatory.  The job description
should be clear and precise and the person specifications define a clear distinction between
essential and desirable criteria.  

This selection method will be designed to be as objective and fair as possible.  Each panel
member will score individuals independently then the ratings are averaged to determine the
selection.  Occupational testing may also be used to assist in the interview process.  Employees
who are selected for redundancy will be provided with feedback on their selection scores by the
manager undertaking the selection interviews.

5.3 Bumping/Transferred Redundancy

Bumping (transferred redundancy but remains in law a redundancy) occurs where employee A is
redeployed into another role as a consequence of his position being made redundant and
employee B (who performs that role) is dismissed in place of employee A. 

The council may consider applying ‘Bumping’ in certain circumstances with Directors/Assistant
Directors deciding whether bumping would be appropriate and take into account the skills,
experience and qualifications of the officers involved.  

6.0 Entitlements/Redundancy Pay

To qualify for a redundancy payment an employee must have at least two years continuous
service with SLDC or other relevant service as set out in The Redundancy Payments - Continuity
of Employment in Local Government, (Modification) Order 1999 (as amended).

Redundancy payments will be made using the statutory scale of payments (maximum thirty
weeks), which is calculated according to the individual employee's age, length of service and
weekly pay, as per appendix A.
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The calculation for a redundancy payment will be based on an employee’s actual contractual
week’s pay and not the statutory limit.  

If an employee accepts an alternative offer of employment with a relevant Local Government
employer (or other employer included in the Redundancy Payments (Local Government)
Modification Order 1999 as amended) and commences employment within four weeks of their
termination date they will not be entitled to a redundancy payment and if they have already
received payment they will be required to repay it.  If however the employee commences
employment with an employer not covered by the Modification Order they will remain entitled to
the redundancy payment.

To qualify for redundancy pay, employees must work (as applicable) up to the date on which the
notice of redundancy expires, their termination date.  Employees wishing to leave before the
notice period expires may do so with the manager’s prior agreement, which, if granted, will entitle
the employee to redundancy pay.  Employees leaving early before the expiry of their notice date
without consent may lose their right to a redundancy payment.

7.0 Pension Benefits For Local Government Pension
Scheme Members

In accordance with the Local Government Pension Regulations (LGPS) no immediate pension
benefits are payable to employees under 55 years of age at the date they leave the councils
employment. 

Employees aged 55 or over will be entitled to the immediate unreduced payment of their LGPS
benefits.  

8.0 Notice of Redundancy

An employee dismissed by reason of redundancy will be entitled to receive notice of their
dismissal in accordance with the terms of their contract of employment, which is at least one
week for every year of recognised/continuous service with a minimum of four weeks and a
maximum of 12 weeks as applicable.

The council reserves the right to make a payment in lieu of notice at its discretion.  

9.0 Suitable Alternative Employment

The council recognises its’ duty to continue to seek suitable alternative employment for
employees facing redundancy and this will continue up to the date the employee's employment
ceases.  Suitable alternative employment will normally be at the same grade or one grade lower
and exceptions would have to be approved by the Assistant Director of the service after
discussion with the HR Services Manager. 

In determining whether a post is suitable certain factors such as job content, responsibility,
status, terms and conditions, including pay and other benefits, location, working hours and job
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prospects should be taken into consideration, each offer of suitable alternative employment will
be judged on its merit.  

An employee ‘at risk’ due to redundancy will lose their right to any redundancy entitlement if they
unreasonably refuse an offer of suitable alternative employment.

The council’s Redeployment Policy outlines the procedure that will be followed in seeking
suitable alternative employment for employees ‘at risk’ of redundancy.

9.1 Trial Period 

All employees have the right to a trial period of four weeks in a new post.   

Trial periods are particularly important in situations where the suitability for the post is disputed
or unclear, trial periods may also help to establish in disability cases, if all reasonable
adjustments have been made or identify others that are reasonable and appropriate.

Managers are required to regularly discuss the progress of a trial period with the employee and
formal review meetings must take place one week prior to the end of the review period.  If there
are any issues regarding the trial HR must be consulted prior to the review meeting.

A trial period will only be extended over the 4-week period in exceptional circumstances and only
after discussion with the HR Services Manager.  

Where an employee is offered different alternative posts, there may be more than one trial
period.  Notice periods will be extended to accommodate these circumstances.

10.0 Time off for training and/or to look for new
employment

Employees who has been given notice of redundancy will be granted reasonable time off work
with pay during their notice period, in order to look for new employment and/or undertake
training to equip them with the necessary skills for future employment.  

11.0 Appeal Against Selection for Redundancy

An employee will have the right of appeal against their selection for redundancy.  This must be
in writing, stating the grounds of appeal, within 10 working days (two weeks) of being informed
of their selection.  The appeal will be sent to the HR Services Manager who will organise for a
Director to hear the appeal.

12.0 Appeal Against Suitable Alternative Employment  

In cases where employees have been offered suitable employment but reject the offer as not
suitable, they will have the right of appeal.  This must be in writing within 10 working days of
receipt of the offer to the HR Services Manager who will organise for a Director to hear the
appeal.
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13.0 Appeal Against Dismissal Due To Redundancy

An employee will have the right of appeal against their dismissal due to redundancy.  Appeals
must be lodged by writing to the HR Services Manager within 10 working days of being informed
in writing of their dismissal.  When lodging an appeal, the employee should state the grounds of
appeal.

The HR Services Manager will make the necessary arrangements to hold a HR Appeals Panel
Hearing.  Hearings will normally take place within 20 working days of receipt of the employee’s
appeal.  Both the employee and the manager will be given at least 10 working days’ notice, in
writing of the date, time and venue of the HR Appeals Panel Hearing.

The procedure to be followed at an Appeals Panel Hearing is to be found in Appendix B.

14.0 Links to Other Policies/Guidelines

Other council policies that may be relevant include:

• Early Retirement/Voluntary Redundancy Policy

• Pay Protection Policy

• Recruitment and Selection Policy

• Redeployment Policy

15.0 Review of the Policy

The Policy will be reviewed by August 2015 or earlier in the light of operating experience and/or
changes in legislation or financial constraints facing the council.

Appendices to this Document

Appendix A Statutory Redundancy Pay Ready Reckoner

Appendix B Procedure for an Appeals Panel Hearing (Redundancy)
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1.0 Introduction

South Lakeland District Council recognises the importance of creating a secure working
environment for employees and will take steps to ensure continuity of employment through the
planning of staffing levels for effective, economic and efficient provision of service.

It is the council’s policy to manage its business in such a way that compulsory redundancies are
unlikely to be required.  However, in the event that the authority’s circumstances change and the
result is that fewer employees are needed to perform the work of the council then some
redundancies may become necessary.

In this case, the council will take appropriate steps to keep the number of compulsory
redundancies to a minimum, whilst taking into account the needs of the business.

2.0 Scope of the policy

This Policy applies to all employees of South Lakeland District Council.  To qualify for a
redundancy payment an employee must have at least two year’s continuous local government
service or other relevant service as set out in The Redundancy Payments - Continuity of
Employment in Local Government, Modification Order 1999 (as amended) up to a maximum of
twenty years. 

Modification Order

The effect of the Modification Order is to make Local Authorities associated employers for the
purpose of the statutory redundancy provisions of the Employment Rights Act.  All continuous
service with local authorities and other bodies covered by the Modification Order counts towards
the entitlement to, and calculation of, a statutory redundancy payment, apart from any period in
respect of which a redundancy payment has already been paid. 

3.0 Policy statement 

The council is committed to providing a stable environment and to ensure, as far as possible,
security of employment for its employees.  However organisational changes, levels of funding,
the need for change because of technological, legal or organisational developments may lead to
a requirement for a reduction in the number of posts or the activities in certain posts.

The council recognises that as a “good employer” it is committed to making necessary
adjustments to staffing arrangements in the least detrimental way.  This Policy acknowledges the
need for financial prudence in the use of voluntary redundancy (VR) payments as a management
tool, and the need for the council to be able to respond effectively to the employee implications
of change.  

The council will as far as is practicable try to avoid compulsory redundancy.  Natural wastage,
redeployment, early retirement and voluntary redundancy are the preferred means of adjusting
the council’s workforce levels.
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Where appropriate the council will use the discretions available in the Local Government Pension
Scheme (LGPS) and under the Local Government Discretionary Payments Regulations.

In doing so, it will endeavour to ensure that:

• It exercises its discretion reasonably.

• Any redundancy payments are affordable and the savings are achievable within three
years.

4.0 Criteria for voluntary redundancy

Where the need to reduce employee numbers has been identified, the council may seek
volunteers for voluntary redundancy.  The practicality of volunteers being supported in their
application would be dependent on the needs of their particular service.  Where voluntary
redundancy is considered, ‘redundancy’ must satisfy the following statutory definition: i.e.

• The fact that the employer has ceased, or intends to cease, (i) to carry on the business
for the purposes of which the employee was employed by them, or (ii) to carry on that
business in the place where the employee was so employed or

• The fact that the requirements of the business (i) for employees to carry out work of a
particular kind, or (ii) for employees to carry out work of a particular kind in the place
where the employee was so, have ceased or diminished or are expected to cease or
diminish.

The cost of accepting the redundancy application will need to be offset against any savings
made.  Examples of such situations are:

• The employee can be released and the resulting vacancy is offered or contributed to
savings.

• The resultant vacancy is used in the restructuring process and equivalent or greater
savings can be achieved.

• The resultant vacancy would create internal job opportunities or redeployment
opportunities, or unblock promotion channels, which the council could fill through
succession planning or internal appointment.

• Such other where the council could operate in a more economic manner as a result of
the early release.

• Where it is considered the corporate priorities would be better delivered elsewhere.

• Health and compassion – where an employee’s personal circumstances suggest that
early release may be appropriate.
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5.0 Calculation of pay for voluntary redundancy purposes

6.1 Voluntary redundancy

In cases where employees are made voluntary redundant, the council will award redundancy
entitlement to any employee, with two or more years’ continuous/recognised service.  The
calculation for a redundancy payment will be based on an employee’s actual contractual week’s
pay.    

The scheme in general will not be restricted by age limits but in practice the council recognises
that, in accordance with the Pension regulations NO immediate Pension benefits are payable to
employees under 55 years of age at the date they leave the councils employment.  

The method of calculating an individual’s entitlement for redundancy is detailed as per the
Enhanced Redundancy Pay Ready Reckoner and will be calculated by a multiplier of 2.0
(Appendix B).

6.2 Calculating a week’s pay 

Definition of a week, the employee’s current annual salary including any contractual pay
elements at the time of leaving divided by 365 x 7.

Normal working hours, casual overtime is not included in normal working hours.

7.0 Financial efficiency

In the interests of the efficient exercise of the councils functions, it is for the council to certify in
each case that this is the reason the employee has ceased employment. 

The council is not obliged to approve applications for VR.  All applications will be considered in
the light of the needs of the service and in the council’s financial interests.  

Before any application for voluntary redundancy is approved, the estimated cost of the
termination must be shown to be recoverable within three years of the employee’s termination
date.  

For each recommended voluntary redundancy, the council’s Human Resources Committee (HR)
will consider a report from the Assistant Director/Director of the service.

The report will provide a statement detailing the following:

• The costs of allowing the release and the overall reduction in salary costs for the service.

• Whether the full estimated costs of any Voluntary Redundancy could be recovered within
three years.

• How the proposed voluntary redundancy, fits in with the Corporate/service plans and
how this will impact on the delivery of the services.
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The Section 151 Officer will monitor the financial implications of all terminations made by
voluntary redundancy.  

8.0 Application process 

Stage One 

An employee can make an application for voluntary redundancy twice in a 12-month period
(based on the date of any applicable decision by the HR Committee unless there is a specific
request for expressions of interest from the council itself.  See the flow chart in Appendix C.

Managers must not enter into any commitment on behalf of the council in any informal
discussions with employees regarding the possibility of voluntary redundancy.

Stage Two 

The costed application for VR is submitted to the SMT who will consider the financial and service
implications of releasing the employee.  

If the costs of the proposed voluntary redundancy cannot be met from the appropriate budgets,
or from the reduced salary, the Director/Assistant Director of the service may, with the support
from the council’s Section 151 Officer and the HR Services Manager, consider that voluntary
redundancy is in the best interests of the efficiency of the council.  

Stage Three  

If the application is supported by SMT

The Director/Assistant Director will submit a report to the HR Committee outlining the detail of
the supported application, the HR Committee will then make a final decision on the application
for voluntary redundancy.  

If the application is not supported by SMT

Should SMT decide not to support the application the Director/Assistant Director will write to the
employee informing them that their application is unsupported and that a report will not be
submitted to the HR Committee.

Stage Four

Appeal

If the employee wishes to appeal the SMT decision they or their Union representative will be
given the opportunity to provide the HR Committee with a written submission to support their
application for voluntary redundancy.  This submission must be provided to the Human Resource
Services Manager ten working days before the Committee meeting.  Additionally the employee or
their representative can also request to present this submission in person at the meeting.

The Director/Assistant Director must submit and present a report to the HR Committee.  
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8.1 Successful application 

Where the council approves an application under Voluntary Redundancy, the applicant’s
employment will be terminated by mutual agreement and no notice period will be issued or
served.  

8.2 Unsuccessful application 

There is no right of appeal against any decision taken by the HR Committee following their
consideration of an employee’s application for voluntary redundancy.

9.0 Taxable status of payments

Redundancy payments that do not exceed £30,000 will be exempt from income tax. 

10.0Re-engagement of former employees

Any employee who leaves the council by means of VR will not be permitted to be re-engaged by
the council on a permanent basis within a period of three years. If for any reason a
temporary/casual re-engagement is contemplated, the Human Resource Services Manager
must give prior authorisation.  Should a re-engagement situation occur then no previous service
would be recognised.

11.0Related policies

The following policies may be of interest to employees who are considering VR or who are faced
with compulsory redundancy or ill health retirement:

• Flexible Retirement

• Sickness Absence Management

12.0Review of the policy

This policy will be reviewed in the light of operating experience and/or further changes in
legislation or financial restraints facing the council.

Any review will give particular regard to:

• The need to reduce employee numbers

• The financial constraints facing the council

• The financial effect of voluntary redundancy on the council’s Revenue Accounts

• Indications from the Pension Fund of the council’s future level of Pension Fund
contributions
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Voluntary Redundancy

Policy
Appendices to this document

Appendix A Statutory Redundancy Pay Ready Reckoner

Appendix B Enhanced Redundancy Pay Ready Reckoner (times 2.0)

Appendix C Flowchart of the application process
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1.0 Introduction 

It is recognised that ever-changing priorities and needs of the council and the proactive 
management of change, mean that employees may be considered for redeployment from time 
to time, either on an individual or group basis. It is also recognised that circumstances of 
employees may change, such as the development of a disability that prevents them from 
undertaking the duties of their current post. 

The council will apply the Redeployment Procedure to assist employees who cannot continue in 
their existing job, either as a result of a threat of redundancy, ill health or in certain other 
exceptional circumstances. 

The effective operation of this policy depends upon the full co-operation of managers and 
employees. 

2.0 Scope of the Policy 

This policy applies to all permanent, temporary, or fixed term employees that have a minimum of 
24 months continuous service in the situations described below: 

Redundancy - where post(s) have been identified as at risk' of redundancy. 

Fixed term or temporary contracts due to expire. 

Where Occupational Health recommends medical redeployment. 

As a result of a dignity at work issue or other exceptional circumstances. 

There is no qualifying length of service for redeployment due to disability. 

3.0 Principles 

This policy embodies a number of principles: 

• Redeployment will continue to be actively sought until the expiry of the notice period. 

• Employees at risk' or subject to disability redeployment will be slotted into suitable 
alternative posts where appropriate. 

• In any other circumstances, employees who meet the minimum criteria for a post will 
be guaranteed a priority interview. 

• The selection of an employee for interview will be carried out in accordance with the 
recruitment process. 

Redeployment Polley 
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4.0 Responsibilities 

	

4.1 	The Manager's Responsibility 

Actively support and commit to the principles of the Redeployment Policy. 

Consult with the HR Group regarding employee's placement on the 
Redeployment Register. 

To regularly meet and communicate with employees involved in redeployment. 

	

4.2 	The Employee's Responsibility 

• Attend meetings with their manager or a representative of the HR Group as 
required. 

• Actively seek out and consider internal job opportunities. 

• Prepare for the recruitment and selection process as required. 

• To commit to any requirements for training. 

4.3 The Role of the Human Resources Group 

Provide advice and guidance to managers and employees on the redeployment 
process. 

Maintain the Redeployment Register and review vacancy authorisation forms 
against the details held. 

Formally notify staff that they have been placed on the Redeployment Register 
and ask them to complete a skill and experience analysis form. 

Notify those on the Redeployment Register of all vacancies currently available 
within the council. 

• Ensure that the recruitment and selection process is adhered to. 

• Assist in identifying/sourcing/providing training for employees as required. 

• Assist managers in conducting risk assessments for medical redeployments. 

Review posts covered by agency workers. 

A HR representative will be on the interview panel for all redeployment 
interviews. 

Redeployment Policy 
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5.0 Types Of Redeployment 

5.1 Redundancy Redeployment 

With reference to the council's Redundancy Policy and following the formal consultation period, 
affected staff will be informed by the appropriate Assistant Director (A.D.) and formally notified 
by HR that they are to be placed on the Redeployment Register. 

5.2 Medical Redeployment 
There may be occasions, after following the council's Sickness Absence Management procedure 
that Occupational Health advises that an employee is no longer able to continue in their current 
post due to medical reasons. If a medical report from Occupational Health recommends 
alternative employment the report will be discussed with the employee and the employee's name 
will be placed on the Redeployment Register. 

If the employee is considered disabled, managers must, in consultation with Occupational 
Health and the HR Group, ensure that they give consideration to making reasonable adjustments 
to the employee's post, in accordance with the requirements of current legislation. 

5.3 Other Redeployment 
Other redeployment may involve capability or disciplinary cases and the Capability or Disciplinary 
Policies must have been followed prior to an employee reaching the redeployment stage. 

In capability cases the manager and employee may agree that it is appropriate to look for 
alternative employment within the council, which is more suited to the employee's skills and 
abilities. The manager will discuss the process for redeployment with the employee and the HR 
Group will formally notify the employee that they are to be placed on the Redeployment Register. 

In other exceptional circumstances e.g. whistle blowing and dignity at work issues the Human 
Resource Services Manager (HR Services Manager) in consultation with the relevant A.D will give 
due consideration to an employee's request to be placed on the Redeployment Register. HR will 
advise employees of the advantages of being placed on the Redeployment Register. 

In any redundancy situation HR will seek to match jobs with employees who have expressed an 
interest in Early Retirement/Voluntary Redundancy. 

6.0 Redeployment Procedure 
A flowchart outlining the redeployment procedure can be found in Appendix A. 

6.1 Redeployment Register - held in Human Resources 
Responsibility initially lies with the Operational Manager of the employee to ensure that every 
effort is made to redeploy within their Service. 

Redeployment Policy 
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As soon as HR is advised that an employee is to be placed on the Redeployment Register the 
employee will be asked to complete a Skills and Experience Analysis Form (Appendix B) detailing 
their skills, experience and the types of vacancy for which they may wish to be considered for and 
the number of contracted hours they would like to work. Employees will be offered the 
opportunity to discuss the contents of the form with a member of the HR Group including 
discussing current vacancies that may require some retraining in order to meet the full criteria 
for appointment to the post. 

In cases resulting from ill health employees will only be put on the register following advise by 
Occupational Health and the HR Group, if they are considered fit and able enough for 
redeployment within the council, 

6.2 Applications 

Following receipt of a Vacancy Authorisation Form (VAF) HR will review vacancies against 
information held on the Redeployment Register. If an employee's qualifications, skills and 
experience are broadly similar to those required for the vacancy, this information would be added 
to the VAF prior to submission to the A.D's meeting. 

6.3 	'Slotting In' 

The HR group will identify any potentially suitable posts for redeployment "slot ins". 

Where an employee on the Redeployment Register is either at risk' of redundancy or is being 
considered as a medical redeployment and can demonstrate that: 

They meet 100% of the essential criteria for a vacant post, they will be 'slotted in' to 
the post unless interest in the vacancy has been shown by other employees at risk' 
and on the Redeployment Register and then there will be a competitive interview. 

They meet at least 80% of the essential criteria at the time of application, yet with 
short-term training e.g. up to six weeks, they would meet all the essential criteria and 
then they should similarly be 'slotted in'. 

The employing service should liaise with the HR Group to discuss/arrange suitable short-term 
training as identified. 

6.4 Interviews 

All redeployment interview panels must include an HR Officer. Since the objectives of the 
Redeployment Policy are primarily to avoid termination of employment, priority consideration and 
guaranteed interviews would not normally be granted for posts that represent promotion for the 
employee. If after attending for interview the panel determines that the employee is not suitable 
for the post, the Manager should forward, in writing, the reasons for the decision to the HR 
Services Manager for review. If the reasons are deemed to be unsatisfactory, the HR Services 
Manager will contact the manager and the Assistant Director and advise on the appropriate 
course of action. 

Once a final decision has been made, the manager will inform the employee whether they have 
been successful or not. 

Redeployment Policy 
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7.0 Suitable Alternative Employment 
Every effort will be made to secure suitable alternative employment for employees on the 
Redeployment Register this will normally be the same grade or one grade lower, exceptions 
would have to be approved by the Assistant Director of the service. 

In determining whether a post is suitable certain factors such as job content, responsibility, 
status, terms and conditions and job prospects should be taken into consideration. 

Under the Employment Rights Act 1996 an employee at risk' due to redundancy will lose their 
right to any redundancy entitlement if they unreasonably refuse an offer of suitable alternative 
employment or unreasonably terminates the contract during a trail period in a new role. 

In cases where employees have been offered suitable employment but reject the offer as not 
suitable, they will have the right of appeal. This must be in writing within 10 working days of 
receipt of the offer to the HR Services Manager who will organise for a Director to hear the 
appeal. 

8.0 Trial Periods 
All employees have the right to a trial period of four weeks in a new post. A trial period will only 
be extended beyond the 4-week period in exceptional circumstances and only after discussion 
with the HR Services Manager, 

Trial periods are particularly important in situations where the suitability for the post is disputed 
or unclear, trial periods may also help to establish in disability cases, if all reasonable 
adjustments have been made or identify other adjustments that are reasonable and appropriate. 

Managers will ensure that reviews take place on a weekly basis to discuss the progress of a trial 
period with the employee. A formal review meeting must take place one week prior to the end 
of the review period. If there are any issues regarding the redeployment HR must be consulted 
prior to the review meeting. 

A trial period will only be extended over the 4-week period in exceptional circumstances and only 
after discussion with the HR Services Manager. 

Where an employee is offered different alternative posts, there may be more than one trial 
period. Notice periods will be extended to accommodate these circumstances. 

8.1 Successful Trial Periods 

At the end of the trial period the manager will advise the HR Group that the appointment is 
successful. The appointing manager will complete a Notification of Change Form, which should 
be forwarded to the HR Group. The HR Group will then issue a new Contract of Employment for 
the employee. 

Redeployment Policy 
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8.2 Unsuccessful Trial Periods 

Where the appointment cannot be confirmed, this must be supported by written reasons. 

The employee's manager and a representative of the HR group will then discuss alternative 
courses of action with the employee. 

9.0 Duration Of The Redeployment Process 

In all redeployment cases, attempts to find suitable alternative employment will be based on the 
duration of the employee's notice period. If during this period redeployment has not proven 
successful, the employee's employment with the council is likely to be terminated. 

10.0 Protection of Earnings and Conditions of Service 

The service that the employee is been redeployed to will have the responsibility to pay any 
protection element of the salary. 

10.1_ Redundancy Redeployment 
Redeployment offers should be made at the grade and conditions of service attached to the 
post. However, where an employee's current spinal column point (SCP) exceeds that of the post, 
their level of pay will be maintained and frozen at their current SCP, excluding any additional 
allowances, additional contractual earnings or contractual overtime, in line with the current Pay 
Protection Policy. 

10.2 Medical Redeployment 
In redeployment for disability cases, pay protection may apply as in the case of redundancy 
situations, to ensure that disabled employee's are not discriminated against. 

10.3 Other redeployment 
Redeployment for any other reason will be on the basis of the terms and conditions that apply to 
the new post and will be effective from the date of appointment. 

11.0 Training 
The council is committed to providing all at risk' employees with short-term training, which may 
assist them in fulfilling the duties of a potential post. An agreed training programme provided by 
the recruiting service/group will be agreed by the operational manager in conjunction with the 
HR Group. 

In addition the HR Group will provide advice and guidance to all employees requiring assistance 
in application preparation and interview skills. 

Redeployment Policy 
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12.0 Links to Other Policies/Guidelines 

Other council policies that may be relevant include: 

Early Retirement/Voluntary Redundancy Policy 

Pay Protection Policy 

• Recruitment and Selection Policy 

• Compulsory Redundancy Policy 

13.0 Review 

The Policy will be reviewed by August 2015 or earlier in the light of operating experience and/or further 
changes in Legislation. 

Appendices to this document 
Appendix A 	Flowchart Outlining the Redeployment Procedure 

Appendix B 	Skills and Experience Analysis Form 
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Th) Redeployment Procedure 
APPENDIX A 

Redeployment situation identified 

Employee completes Skills and 
Experience Analysis Form 
provided by the HR Group 

HR Group to place employee on 
Redeployment Register 

Vacancy Authorisation 
Form received by HR HR Group check Vacancy 

Group Authorisation Form against 
Redeployment Register 

No 
Employees) on the Redeployment Register has 
skills etc that are similar to the VAF. 	Vacancy 

discussed at A.D's meeting 

Yes 

Vacancy at same or lower grade and 
Employee meets essential criteria 

N 
Application considered Employee being Employee being 

along with other redeployed NOT redeployed considered 
applicants considered at risk' at risk' 

(Normal recruitment 
process applied) 

Employee NOT More than one person 
slotted into post but 
guaranteed interview 

along with other 
applicants 

on the Redeployment 
Register interested in 

the vacancy 

No 

Vacancy at a higher 	No 
grade and employee does 
not meet essential criteria 

Employee successful 
at interview 

Yes 

lir Yes 
Application considered 
along with any other 

applications from 
employees on 

Redeployment Register 

Unsuccessful interview Successful interview 
Employee 

'slotted into 
post 

Nir 

No 4— 

Trial Period 
(4 weeks) 

Employee remains on 
Redeployment Register 

Trial Period 
successful 

Advertise post 

Yes 

Notice expires – 
employee dismissed 

Confirm permanent 
redeployment 
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APPENDIX B 

) Skills & Experience Analysis Form 
Please use BLOCK CAPITALS in completing the form. CV's may be attached to this form to supplement the 
information provided. 

Please note that this information will be supplied to managers recruiting to any of their vacancies. 

Section 1 - Personal Details 

Surname: 	 Title: L 
First name(s): 

Job Title: 

Directorate/Group: 

Extension Number: 	 Line Manager: 

Date Contract is due to end: 

Section 2 - Details About Your Current Post 
Where possible the council will take preferred and agreed working arrangements into account and 
information provided will inform the process of redeployment. However, it will not always be possible to 
transfer these arrangements to the redeployment opportunities available. 

Location where you currently work: r 

Current pattern of work - please indicate the days and hours that you work (please tick) 

Full time: 	 Part time: I 	1 

Days that you normally work and insert hours: 

Mon: 	Tues: L 	J Wed: 	Thurs: 	Fri: 	I 	Sat: 	Sun: 

Please provide details of any other arrangements agreed in addition to the standard terms and conditions 
of employment, e.g. career break, secondment, rotas etc. 

Appendix B - Skills & Experience Form 
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Section 3 - Education And Training 
A. Qualifications Details of each qualification 

GCSE / 0-Level equivalent 

A-Level equivalent 

Degree 

Vocational Qualifications 

Professional Qualifications 

Membership of Professional Body 

Other 

B. Relevant Skills & Experience 
.__. 

Please address the key areas below giving examples where 
appropriate. 

Knowledge, skills & experience 

People management 

Specialist activities 

Customer service 

Planning & organising 

Finance & resource management 

Internal and external liaison 

APPENDIX B 
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Section 3 (cont.) 

C. Any other areas of knowledge, experience or relevant information you wish to be taken into 
account) 

APPENDIX B 
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Section 5 Your Consent 
1 confirm that I wish to be considered for redeployment and I am aware that the details of this form 
will be held on the Redeployment Register. 

Signed: Date: 

APPENDIX B 

Section 4 - Your Preferences 

Please provide information below in respect of the types of post that you would like to be considered for, 
giving examples of how your skills and experience would make you suitable for the post. 

Please return this form to the HR Group to ensure your details are included on the redeployment register. 

Appendix B - Skills & Experience Form 
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Introduction
This year, thanks to the effort of staff and

managers, SLDC can report on a decline in
incident numbers and incident rate. 

The rate of legally reportable incidents in the

council is also encouraging. 

The rate of reported injuries in council for
the year was 56.4 per 1,000 employees

compared to 73.5 per 1,000 employees for

2016. 

Other initiatives that have taken place during the

year include improving the management of health

and safety through the introduction of improved

guidance and policies.

The report shows how we have done this in 2017

and we plan to continue to improve in the future.

Contents
page

Introduction 2

Health and safety performance 3

Health and safety developments 

and compliance 4

Legal compliance 7

Training and policy developments 10

New policy and guidance 10

Future priorities 14

Appendix 1 15
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Health and safety
performance 

Performance against the Health

and Safety Corporate Plan

Our three year REACH4Zero Improvement

Plan defines a measurable programme of

activities to provide direction and to

actively engage all of our personnel at

every level and location. Where

appropriate, the plan reflects the risk

priority programme. 

Key highlights include: 

ü We revitalised our Safety and Health Policy

with a safety and health brand in order to

engage our people. This encompasses a

meaningful safety vision, a set of safety

values that underpin this vision and a set of

significant behaviours that will be embraced

by the organisation and set the standards

for all to follow. The Safety and Health

Policy was launched by the Chief Executive

at every staff briefing. 

ü Pre-assessment communications – to

ensure maximum response to the

assessment we ran an effective

communication campaign in the run-up to

our REACH4Zero strategy 

ü Our staff were given the opportunity

participate in the ‘Have Your Say’ survey.

The responses were largely positive toward

safety and health. 

ü Managers have delivered a safety

awareness talk every month on a safety

management arrangement, e.g. Work

Equipment to their workforce.

ü Critical review reversing operations within

Street Scene and challenge the status quo

where necessary.
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Health and safety
developments and
compliance
Targeting the main causes of harm in the council. 

Reversing manoeuvres in

streetscene

ü Streetscene have prepared Rounds Risk

Assessments (RRA) looking particularly at

the reverse manoeuvres. This consisted of

identifying three main risks arising from

reversing refuse vehicles (vehicles striking

pedestrians, striking other vehicles/

structures and loaders being struck by

vehicles). The level of risk at every reverse

location was then calculated using factors

such as road speed limits, vulnerable

residents, traffic flow rates or two sided

collection etc. Rounds were assessed

resulting in changes (e.g. re-route to avoid

reverse, change times of collection at

schools etc.) to minimise risk. 

ü The critical review has also led to further

work to reduce risks arising from

unclassified roads such as lanes and

entering agricultural premises. 

Number of reversing manoeuvres
assessment on 22 Feb 2018:

New technology has been trialled which assists

with reversing manoeuvring called Reaclear.

Reaclear is a hand held two way communications

device that also incorporates an audible warning

trigger. 

1. Number eliminated – bins have either

been taken to an alternate collection point

or the reverse has been reduced

2. What does Amber mean? – controlled

reverse with reversing assistants deployed

to help the driver

3. What does Green mean? – containers

are collected by the vehicle without the

need to reverse 

As new properties come on line we will look at

them all individually and if any present a

particular problem households will be informed

that they will need to present containers at

collection points.

Identified Eliminated or

avoided

Controlled

229 red 4 35 are green

with four

outstanding

190 are now

amber
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Display screen equipment

Musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) remain

a health problem, with insufficient

postural change at work implicated in

their prevalence. Observational and

anecdotal evidence suggest that many of

our office based workers sit for long

periods without getting up leading to

stresses on the soft muscle tissue of the

upper body. 

ü During the year the council invested in new

workstations to tackle the risk in a

proportionate way. Information on how to

reduce risks from using DSE was published

internally via our Communications team and

via SharePoint. 

Noise risk assessments

ü Noise risk assessments were prepared for

Cash Collector and Recycling activities.

The objective of this survey was to carry out

sufficient measurements of the sound

pressure levels to enable an assessment of

noise exposure of the workforce to be

performed in accordance with the

requirements of Regulation 5 of the Control

of Noise at Work Regulations 2005. 

Income generation

ü The council Corporate HS Advisor has been

seconded on a part-time basis to provide

occupational health advice to Craven

District Council. 

ü IOSH Managing and Working Safely

continues to be a source of income from

external organisations. 
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Control of contractors

If the council engages contractors to

undertake work on its behalf then both

the council and the contractor will have

duties under health and safety law. 

Work has continued to reduce the risks arising

from using contractors by undertaking the

following measures:

ü Training –two events were successfully

conducted with our key contractors and ü
Use of mobile technology has assisted staff

undertaking audits to record their findings. 

ü Better awareness of undertaking checks

ü Incorporating reporting leading indicators

via Safety Cloud has led to measurable

improvements. Assistant Directors are

regularly informed of any departments that

are not meeting metrics. 

ü Joint inspections with Lambert Smith

Hampton (the property service provider)

and the council.

ü Kendal Town Hall project proved an

excellent example of how a large risk

project can be managed effectively through

good planning, implementation and

checking which resulted in nil incidents. 

0 Zero RIDDOR
incidents
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Legal compliance

Accidents total injuries and

incidents

Incident data is provided via the council’s Safety

Management System Safety Cloud. During 2017

there were 23 accidents sustained by employees

[Appendix 1 Table 4] continuing the trend of a low

number of accidents that the council has had for

a number of years. 

Incident data shows that the average for

employee injuries in this group was 56.4 per

1,000 members of staff compared to 73.5 per

1,000 staff for 2016. 

During 2017 there were four staff accidents

reportable to the HSE, this number being in line

with the low number of RIDDOR reportable

incidents. See: www.hse.gov.uk/riddor

Slipped, tripped or fell on the same level and

injured while handling, lifting or carrying [manual

handling] were the most common type of

incident. This concurs with the Non-fatal injuries

at work in Great Britain. 

Neighbourhood Services account for most

incidents which is understandable considering

the nature of the Street Scene and Parking and

Lake Services work. 

There were a total of 13 slip or trip incidents

reported this year that resulted in injury, including

three Agency Staff and two to non-council staff

on council premises. The employee incidents

were mainly attributable to external conditions

that were either contaminated surfaces or

uneven surfaces. 

Two of the incidents that were RIDDOR’s [Table

1], one a fall down stairs [not attributable to any

significant risk] and the other was a trip over an

obstacle in the town. 

Work continued throughout the year to

coordinate internal publicity on slips and trips and

MSDs. 

TABLE 1

Incidents Staff Contractors/ 

Visitors/

Public

Agency

An injury

meaning

they had to

be taken

from the

scene of the

accident to

the hospital

[RIDDOR]

0 1 0

Over 7 day

injury

[RIDDOR]

Manual

Handling

3 N/A N/A

Specified

injuries to

workers

[RIDDOR]

1 N/A 0

Total 4 1 0
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Musculo-skeletal disorders

(MSDs) 

Musculo-skeletal disorders (MSDs) include back

pain, arm or neck strains and diseases of the

joints. MSDs can affect all parts of the workforce. 

The aetiology is complex and multi factored

hence the difficulty in determining the primary

causation. However available evidence points to

the conclusion that it can be caused by work-

related injuries, such as incorrect handling

techniques or not having equipment personally

adjusted for the employee.

Sickness absence medical reasons in

musculoskeletal issues indicated Street Scene

accounted for the highest percentage of related

sickness absences. 

There were eight employee manual handling

injuries which fall under the category of MSDs,

three of which were over seven day injuries

resulting in 42 days absence. An investigation of

the causes of manual handling incidents

highlighted the following factors:

• Forceful exertions. Many work tasks require

high force loads on the human body.

Muscle effort increases in response to high

force requirements, increasing associated

fatigue which can lead to MSD.

• Repetitive or sustained awkward postures.

Awkward postures place excessive force on

joints and overload the muscles and

tendons around the effected joint. Joints of

the body are most efficient when they

operate closest to the mid-range motion of

the joint. Risk of MSD is increased when

joints are worked outside of this mid-range

repetitively or for sustained periods of time

without adequate recovery time.

• Poor work practices. Workers who use poor

work practices, body mechanics and lifting

techniques are introducing unnecessary

risk factors that can contribute to MSDs. 

• In direct injuries sustained as a result of

manual handling such as slips while carry

or pushing a box or bin. 

Future priorities will continue with risk

assessments and controls other than training on

such as waste collection environmental factors. 

Lost time accident and ill health

The total number of days of Lost Time Accidents

and Ill Health was 55 days which compares

favourably with last year [60 days] and in 2015

[112]. All LTA were from Neighbourhood Services

undertakings. 

Near miss incidents

Many safety activities are reactive and not

proactive, and some organisations wait for losses

to occur before taking steps to prevent a

recurrence. Near miss incidents and safety

observations often precede loss producing

events but may be overlooked as there was no

harm (no injury, damage or loss). An organisation
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may not have a reporting culture where

employees are encouraged to report these close

calls. Thus, many opportunities to prevent the

incidents are lost. History has shown repeatedly

that most incidents, both serious and

catastrophic, were preceded by warnings or near

miss incidents. Recognising and reporting near

miss incidents and safety observations can

significantly improve worker safety and enhance

an organisation’s safety culture.

In 2017 there were 91 near miss incidents and

safety observations reported. 

Work related road risk

The council has introduced a Road Traffic

Collision (RTC) tool on Safety Cloud to

improve the management of RTC. 

ü Corporate arrangements for driving fleet

vehicles was also prepared to control the

risks from the provision and use of fleet

vehicles. 
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Training and policy
developments

Health and safety training

Safety and health training continues to be a core

element of the council risk control measures.

New courses to meet the demands of the

operational services have been used to good

effect such as IOSH e-learning. 

During 2017 the health and safety training

continued to deliver established health and safety

training sessions.

• IOSH Courses 87 working safely

• Legionella Flushing Little Used Outlets = 8

• Legionnaires' Disease: Management

Training Role of the Responsible Person = 1

• Control of Contractors = 12 [Employees] 

• Control of Contractors external delegates 26

• Fire Warden Training = 24

• Emergency First Aid at Work = 33

• Inductions [learning and development]

- 44 new starters (two of these have left, 

one on FTC)

- 9 inductions outstanding

New policy and
guidance

Corporate Safety and Health

Policy

During 2016 a full review of the council’s

health and safety policy, arrangements

and guidance documents was carried out

to identify any amendments that were

required as a result of any organisational

or legislative changes

Following completion of this process the following

amendments have been made:

ü The Chief Executive launched the new

corporate safety and health policy to staff

with a follow up article published in Inside

Story…Reach4Zero was developed to

improve our safety and health culture by

making it clear to staff what is expected of

them. This clarity is reflected in the

REACH4Zero brand, particularly the four

identical values it sets out which every

employee can follow. These four pillars (my

behaviours, visible leadership, staff

engagement and respectful intervention)

are designed to drive continuous safety

improvements, whilst also encouraging

more safety and health conversations in the

authority.
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Communications

267 employees completed the survey

ü The response rate was higher than any

previous survey (reporting from 2009) with

267 staff undertaking the survey (a 65%

response rate).  The response rate in 2015

was 32% (132 responses).

ü Streetscene crew members engaged with

the survey more than in the previous survey

with 65 responses compared to the 23

received in 2015.  Overall Neighbourhood

Services accounted for 40% of the entire

survey responses (106 in total for all

Neighbourhood Services).

2017

65%

ü Safe systems of work and safety alert

corporate forms were prepared to ensure a

consistent means of communication is

achieved.  

ü Driving fleet vehicles –We have prepared a

set of arrangements for the safe provision

and use of fleet vehicles.. 

ü New roles within the council have meant

that guidance and forms were revised to

control the risks arising from construction

projects under CDM 2015. 

ü Streetscene ‘An Introduction to Health and

Safety Units’ were reviewed and updated. 

ü Streetscene monitoring arrangements was

prepared to set standards which reflect

waste industry sector guidance. 

ü Information and rules for contractors who

work on the fabric and services of council

buildings were reviewed and published in

the new corporate brand.

ü The new and expectant mothers

arrangements were reviewed to reflect the

fact that while it is a legal obligation for

employers to regularly review general

workplace risks, there is actually no legal

requirement to conduct a specific, separate

risk assessment for new and expectant

mothers.

2015

32%

ü Working on the highway – undertaking such

tasks as cleansing, fly tipping and collecting

dead animals.

ü Legionella ‘How to Guides’ were prepared

to assist anyone undertaking or responsible

for the testing of water systems. 
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Health surveillance

Managers are responsible for arranging for
health surveillance to be carried out for any
employees that may be at risk from specified
risks with Human Resources or other suitable
competent provider. 

Audiometry health surveillance has been carried
out for the remaining staff anticipated to undergo
health surveillance in 2018.

Estates issues ‘making our

premises safer’

During the year steps were taken to improve the
management of health and safety risks
associated with council estates. 

LSH vet contractors that are likely to attend
council sites and require them to produce a risk
assessment and method statements. 

One of the leading indicators is joint site audits
with LSH and the council to monitor contractors
undertaking work on council estates. 

The council also developed the concept of
building manuals. This was in response to
concerns raised following audits that important
safety documentation was not readily accessible
for inspection in our buildings. The aim of the
building manuals is to consolidate into one place
all the essential health and safety information
about a building – including safety certificates,
inspection or maintenance information, and legal
roles and responsibilities for the building. They
should be a valuable resource to help us monitor
and review safety across the estate. These
manuals were being completed and put in place
at the end of the work year.

LSH have raised 1,563 purchase orders for jobs
– of which Cruden Property Services have
received 1,136.  All these works have been
delivered without incident. 

TABLE 3: Excerpts from staff comments

Question Item Variance

13 Reported a near
miss; Felt
unsafe while
working.
Raised an issue
in my time. 
Taken part in
developing a
risk
assessment.

Increased in all
these
responses from
2015 survey by
9%; 12%;
14% and 8%
respectively

15 The leadership
of your line
manager. 

Increased by
17% in the very
satisfied rating
(29% in 2015 to
46% in 2017).

16 The council has
systems in
place to deal
with violence
and aggression
from the public.
The council
deals effectively
with work
related health
and wellbeing.

Increased by
14% and 34%
in the very
satisfied/satisfie
d rating 
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Inspections and maintenance

checks

Number of portable appliances tested = 3,527

Landlord compliance audits were prepared and

undertaken for tenants. 

Legionella

A key function of the safety management and

control of legionella is the checking of water

temperature. 

Our third party competent contractor has

successfully undertaken

ü 638 legionella inspections over 14 sites –

12 month period

ü 30 annual tank cleaning and calorifiers

inspections

ü 28 further and nearest sentinel samples

No reported outbreaks of legionella in the council. 

The Corporate Asset Manager also successfully

attended competent person training

Legionnaires' Disease: Management Training

Role of the Responsible Person. 

Asbestos Containing Materials

(ACMs)

In July 2017 the asbestos management plans

were critically reviewed. The asbestos plans are

currently with CAD Capture to update all the floor

plans with hazard information. 

Fire

There were two successful fire evacuations in

South Lakeland House which resulted in no loss

to property or life. 

Separate sessions were completed for fire

wardens which led to fire risk assessments for

key premises have been reviewed. 

Housekeeping issues were the most common

hazard in South Lakeland House and Kendal

Town Hall which are being addressed by the

Asset Manager and the new appointment of a

Facilities Manager in April 2018. 

CDM projects

Housing Strategy have employed a new Housing

Surveyor to undertake the management of

projects which include CDM. 

3,527
PORTABLE APPLIANCES

TESTED
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Future priorities

Priorities identified to drive staff

safety and health during 2018

are as follows:

• A Better Backs initiative 

- marked by separate sessions facilitated by

an on-site Occupational Health Advisor

(OHA) to increase back awareness will be

used in 2018. 

- The OHA will also work closely with the

Corporate Health and Safety Advisor to

assist specific departments by delivering

training on how to assess the risks arising

from both manual handling and poor

ergonomics. 

- Targeted manual handling operations

audits of waste and recycling and other key

risk areas.

• Safety Culture Masterclass workshop to

further embed the REACH4Zero journey.

• Accident investigation and reporting

workshop to assist relevant employees

improve their skill set and meet industry

good practice. 

• We will use a third party organisation to

undertake an audit of our safety

management systems across key areas of

the council. 

• Improve our ‘visible leadership’ tour

processes to engage with employees and

contractors. 

• Safety arrangement workshops to further

embed knowledge and understanding of

how to manage significant risks. 

• Increased compliance of Managers Monthly

Audits prepared on Safety Cloud.

• The council will adopt a lane end policy to

reduce risks [MSDs and RTCs] associated

with lane collections, entering agricultural

premises and other un-adopted highways.
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Appendix 1
Accident, ill health & near miss statistics

TABLE 4

Accident type employees 2014 2015 2016 2017

Contact with moving machinery or material being machined 2 0 2 0

Contact with hot surface or material 0 1 0 0

Contact with sharp material or object 0 5 2 3

Hit by moving, flying or falling object 3 3 5 3

Hit by a moving vehicle 0 1 1 0

Hit something fixed or stationary 2 1 0 0

Injured while handling, lifting or carrying 4 10 5 8

Slipped, tripped or fell on the same level 6 11 11 8

Exposed or in contact with a harmful substance 1 0 1 0

Injured by an Animal 2 1 2 1

Physically assaulted by a person 0 2 0 0

Another kind of accident 5 2 1 0

Total 25 37 30 23

Accident type Neighbourhood Services Strategic Development

Contact with sharp material or object 2 1

Slipped, tripped or fell on the same level 6 2

Injured while handling, lifting or carrying 7 1

Hit by moving, flying or falling object 3 0

Injured by an animal 1 0

Total 19 4

Directorate accident analysis

TABLE 5: Accidents by employees according to directorate and type for 2017 across the
council
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